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Units17–18Units17–18 Role cards                                                 See pages 78, 82

Unit 17 Surviving disaster ROLE CARD FOR STUDENT A

You are a sailor and you have just been rescued by a lifeboat in a storm. You had warm clothing and water 
on the boat, but you didn’t have the correct safety devices, for example a good radio and life saving
equipment. You are going to be interviewed by a journalist. Describe what happened. Here are some
expressions you can use:

• I had been at sea for about … hours.                   • I got into danger because …
• There was a sudden storm. • I wouldn't be alive now if it hadn't been for ...

Unit 17 Surviving disaster ROLE CARD FOR STUDENT B

You are the captain of the lifeboat. You have rescued a sailor in a storm. The sailor had warm clothing and
water on the boat, but didn’t have the correct safety devices, for example a good radio and life saving
equipment. You’re going to be interviewed by a journalist. Describe what happened. Here are some expressions
you can use:

• We got an emergency call at … (time)                  • He / she should have / shouldn’t have …
• The storm was a bad one, but he / she… • He was very lucky. If we hadn't been there ...

Unit 17 Surviving disaster ROLE CARD FOR STUDENT C

You are a journalist. You are going to interview a sailor and the captain of the lifeboat which has just saved the
sailor. He / she had warm clothing and water on the boat, but didn’t have the correct safety devices, for example
a good radio and life saving equipment.

When you interview the sailor you can ask: When you interview the lifeboat captain:

• Tell me what exactly happened.                            • Tell me what exactly happened.
• Do you think you were well prepared for this trip?     • Do you think the sailor was well prepared for this trip?   
• What should / could you have done better? • What should / could the sailor have done?

Unit 18 Alone in space? ROLE CARD FOR PAIR A

You were among the people who witnessed the incident at Roswell in 1947. You are certain that you saw dead and
injured alien bodies. You also saw a spacecraft, which seemed to glow. The government’s explanation is that the
bodies were dummies, but in your opinion, the government wants to cover up the incident. Pair B don’t believe in
UFOs and do believe the government’s story. Try and convince them that this really was a UFO experience. Use
expressions like these:

• Those bodies couldn’t / can’t have been dummies.                      • They might have been aliens. They
• It must have been a spacecraft. I saw it with my own eyes! didn’t look aat all human.

Unit 18 Alone in space? ROLE CARD FOR PAIR B

You know the story of the 1947 Roswell Incident. Listen to what Pair A have to say about it. You do not believe in
UFOs. You believe the explanation of the 1994 government report, that the bodies were dummies that had fallen
from a research balloon. Try and convince Pair A that the government’s explanation is correct and not a cover-up.
Use expressions like these:

• They must have been dummies. The government report must have been right.
• They can’t have been aliens. There’s no such thing as a UFO.
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